This paper establishes the equivalence of four de nitions of two v ector valued functions being rearrangements, and gives a characterisation of the set of rearrangements of a prescribed function. The theory of monotone rearrangement o f a v ector valued function is used to show the existence and uniqueness of the minimiser of an energy functional arising from a model for atmospheric and oceanic ow. At each xed time solutions are shown to be equal to the gradient of a convex function, verifying the conjecture of Cullen, Norbury and Purser.
Introduction
This paper studies properties of rearrangements of vector valued functions, and gives an application to atmospheric and oceanic ow. We s a y that two v ector valued functions f;g2L p R n ; ; R d , where 1 p 1 and is bounded, are rearrangements if f ,1 B = g ,1 B
for each Borel subset B of R d . We restrict our de nition of rearrangement to functions de ned on measure spaces ; with certain properties, see section 2.1. This is equivalent to the de nition of rearrangement for scalar valued functions when d = 1. Rearrangement can be viewed as an equivalence relation on the space of L p functions, therefore we can de ne the set of rearrangements or equivalence class of a given vector valued function. For a prescribed f 0 we write Rf 0 to denote the set of rearrangements of f 0 .
Di erent de nitions have been given for two vector valued functions being rearrangements.
Brenier 2 de ned vector valued functions f and g belonging to L p R n ; ; R d to be rearrangements if R Ff = R F g for each F in a subclass of continuous functions from R d to R. In contrast, Cullen, Norbury and Purser 5 made a direct extension of the de nition of scalar valued rearrangement, requiring that fx : fx cg = fx : gx cg for each c 2 R d , where the inequalities are calculated component b y component. Section 2 uni es these concepts, establishing that both are equivalent t o the de nition in the opening paragraph. We establish a fourth equivalent property which yields a characterisation for the set of rearrangements of a prescribed vector valued function. This is a vector valued extension of the real valued characterisation of Eydeland, Spruck and Turkington 6 . These results are stated in Theorem 1. The proofs require a technical lemma from the theory of analytic sets. Section 3 studies a variational problem arising from a model for atmospheric and oceanic ow. The equations are the three dimensional Boussinesq equations of semigeostrophic ow, a standard model for slowly varying ows constrained by rotation and strati cation. They are recalled in section 3.2. Cullen, Norbury and Purser 5 interpreted solutions as a sequence of minimum energy states: at each time t, the particles arrange themselves so that geostrophic energy is minimised. The state of the uid is known on particles, therefore we minimise geostrophic energy over the set of rearrangements of a possible state of the uid at time t, a v ector valued function. Cullen, Norbury and Purser conjectured the existence of a unique minimiser, equal to the gradient o f a c o n v ex function, which is the actual state of the uid. We make the physically reasonable assumption that the uid con guration belongs to L p , so that we may use the theory of monotone rearrangement of vector valued functions, which w as developed by Brenier 2 . If the uid con guration satis es a non degeneracy condition, see section 3.3, the Cullen Norbury Purser conjecture follows easily by the results of Brenier 2 . However the non degeneracy condition is severe, as it does not allow the function to have level sets of positive measure. Our main result is a proof of the Cullen Norbury Purser conjecture in Theorem 2: we make no restriction on the uid con guration. We approximate functions which fail the non degeneracy condition by a sequence of functions which satisfy it, and take appropriate limits. Uniqueness of the energy minimiser is recovered by properties of the monotone rearrangement.
The We omit the proofs, which are elementary.
Measure preserving mappings and transformations
We recall the concept of a measure preserving mapping.
De nition A measure p r eserving mapping from a nite measure space U; to a measure space V;with U = V i s a mapping s : U ! V such that for each measurable set A V , s ,1 A = A. Halmos 
Analytic set theory
We proceed with the proof of Theorem 1 in stages. We require a result from the theory of analytic sets. As a preliminary, w e establish some notation. Let H beafamily of subsets of a given set X. We have that ' n fx ! F fx for each x 2 U, and that j' n fxj K f 1 + j f x j p 2 g for each x 2 U and n 2 N, and analogous statements hold if we replace f with g. The functional E represents the Geostrophic energy of the uid. We de ne E and X in the next section. The unique energy minimiser is the monotone rearrangement of the prescribed function: this concept was introduced by Brenier 2 , and is recalled in section 3.3. The proof uses an approximation argument, with the strict inequality following by the uniqueness of the monotone rearrangement.
The semigeostrophic equations, and the Cullen Norbury Purser principle
We state the three dimensional Boussinesq equations of semigeostrophic theory on an f plane.
These are a standard model for slowly varying ows constrained by rotation and strati cation, and are used to study front formation in meteorology. We state the equations in the form used by Hoskins 8 . D Dt @ @t +u : r fis the Coriolis parameter, assumed constant, g denotes the acceleration due to gravity, 0 is a reference value of the potential temperature , and is a pressure variable. Subscripts g and ag denote geostrophic and ageostrophic velocity or wind components respectively, where the geostrophic velocity is de ned to bethe horizontal component of velocity in balance with the pressure gradient. This de nition is included in equation 5, as is the statement o f h ydrostatic balance. We solve the equations for the velocity u in a closed bounded connected set R 3 , with normal velocity u:n given on @ . For x = x; y; z 2 , by making the the substitution X X;Y;Zx+v g =f; y , u g =f; g=f 2 0 ; it is shown in Purser and Cullen 11 that we m a y replace 3 and 4 by DX Dt =u g :
We think of X as a function of the physical space co ordinates x. Rewriting 10 To obtain 10 we have used the countable additivity of , and the fact that X n i is non degenerate for each i = 1; :::; m. This shows that X n is non degenerate, and completes the proof.
Lemma 4 Let X 0 be a s in Theorem 2. Then Z X 0 x:xdx Z Xx:sxdx for each X 2 RX 0 and each s : ! a measure preserving mapping. Proof Let X 2 RX 0 and let s : ! be a measure preserving mapping. From the previous lemma we m a y c hoose a sequence X n of non degenerate functions such that X n ! X in L p ; ; R 3 . For each n 2 N, Theorem 1.2 i yields the existence of a unique measure preserving mapping s n : ! such that X n = X n s n . Applying Theorem 1.1 we have
